
Herrick All-Staff Meeting 

November 13, 2017 
 

Present: Ellen Bahr, Steve Crandall, Amanda Criss, Laurie McFadden, Natalie Skwarek, Dave Snyder, 

Brian Sullivan 

 

Discussion/Reaction to Consultation Meetings on November 6 & 7 

We recapped our individual experiences with consultant Jenica Rogers. 12 faculty members met with 

Jenica during her lunchtime meeting on 11/6. Over 160 students participated in the survey that was sent 

out ahead of Jenica’s visit to campus. It was widely agreed that Jenica was an excellent choice to be our 

consultant. We expect to receive the initial draft of her report soon after Thanksgiving. Steve and Mark 

will work on developing a meeting structure that gives everyone an opportunity to discuss the report and 

formulate feedback that can be sent directly to Jenica. 

 

We further discussed a number of additional topics related to the Consultation Meetings including: 

structural issues that would need to be worked out for individuals to work across the two libraries, the 

current enrollment challenges at Alfred, and the need for advocacy on behalf of the AU Libraries at this 

particular moment in time.  

 

Announcements of Newsworthy Coming Events, Exhibits, or Achievements for Dave’s Use in 

Library PR Activities 
Dave reminded us that he would like everyone to send him information that might be useful and relevant 

to his AU Libraries public relations efforts. Several specific items were mentioned: 

 Several students are interested in assisting with a Black History Month display and discussion in 

February. Steve will continue to be in touch to facilitate this planning. One possibility is for the 

librarian scheduled for the display case to collaborate with these students. 

 Calligraphy Banners around the library – Our social media intern might be able to write something 

about this. Dave also may send it to the Communications Office for wider circulation.  

 

Other Topics about the Library Building 

The conversation about banners led to further discussion about a number of additional items: 

 Writing Center/Center for Academic Success signage could be clearer at the top of the stairs. 

Steve will investigate alternatives. 

 One of the TVs in the BookEnd Lounge is broken. It was decided that a single TV is sufficient, 

and that the working TV can be moved to the location of the broken one. Suggestions are welcome 

for what else might be done with the other TV area (if anything).  

 The upstairs halls will be painted in the coming months (after the calligraphy display is taken 

down). 

 We are still waiting for the display cases that will be mounted in the 2 downstairs study rooms. 

 

Proposed Addition of Study Rooms (or a Classroom) in the Silent Study Area 

Various possibilities were discussed, including a computer lab, study rooms, and a different arrangement 

that would allow for additional private study spaces. We will defer a decision on this item until after the 

consultancy is completed.  

 

Other Items 

Dave gave an update about the possibility of cross-training student workers to work in both Herrick and 

Scholes. Plans are underway to have 3-5 student workers serve across both libraries as a way in which to 



determine the feasibility of a larger-scale program. Brian, Dave, Natalie, and Mechele Romanchock 

(Scholes) will continue exploring this idea. 

 

Finally, we discussed the need for all of us to remain vigilant in our customer service training of our 

student workers to ensure that everyone remembers to be welcoming and friendly to all patrons. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Brian T. Sullivan 


